Lesson 98: Double connectors – Doppelte Konjunktionen

Learn conjunctions like "nicht nur ... sondern auch" and "entweder ... oder". Expand your vocabulary with the Audio Tutor. Here you can learn new words and improve your pronunciation.

Fill in the gaps.

The journey was beautiful, but too tiring. – Die Reise war zwar schön, aber zu anstrengend.

The train was on time, but too full. – Der Zug war zwar pünktlich, aber zu voll.

The hotel was comfortable, but too expensive. – Das Hotel war zwar gemütlich, aber zu teuer.

He'll take either the bus or the train. – ___________________
He'll come either this evening or tomorrow morning. – ___________________
___________________________ – ___________________

She speaks Spanish as well as English. – ___________________
She has lived in Madrid as well as in London. – ___________________
___________________________ – ___________________

He is not only stupid, but also lazy. – ___________________
She is not only pretty, but also intelligent. – ___________________
___________________________ – ___________________
Ihr Deutsch ist unser Auftrag!

Audiotrainer

I can neither play the piano nor the guitar. – _________________
I can neither waltz nor do the samba. – _________________
– _________________

The faster you work, the earlier you will be finished.

The earlier you come, the earlier you can go. – _________________
– _________________